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Introduction to Dynamic Creative Optimisation (DCO)  

Seems Familiar?
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“DCO can only be done by advertisers with big marketing budgets.”

“You have to be a tech savvy to understand and/or launch DCO campaigns.”

“DCO is complicated.”

“DCO is only interesting if you use a lot of different variables.”

“DCO campaigns always require a lot of maintenance.”
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Dynamic creative optimization (DCO) is a display ad 
technology that creates personalized ads based on data 

about the viewer at the moment of ad serving.

What is DCO?
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Defining the “O” in Dynamic Creative Optimization

Dynamic Creative → ad units that may assemble on the fly 
and change content, but which are not automatically 

optimizing.



How does it work?2

Basically, all you need is:

A strategy

A feed

A display mockup

A tool to design your banners (Google Web Designer, 
or any HTML5 designer tool)

A tool to link your banners to your feed and set rules 
(Studio) 



How does it work?2



Signals & Campaigns: Cases3

Types of signals

Contextual signals Demographic signals Behavioral signals First party signals

Previous campaigns Audience insights Additional sources



Signals & Campaigns: Cases3

Types of campaigns

Geo-targeted campaigns Product-based campaigns Demographic campaigns

Behavioral campaigns Contextual campaigns User journey campaigns



Signals & Campaigns: Cases3

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ymr9Gjp2VMITrkN107NcRunI2Cb0uudG/preview


Signals & Campaigns: Cases3

Product based and geo-targeted campaign
Signals : contextual and behavioral signals
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Stand-out from competitors

Website is a key element in their sales strategy

People abandoned the funnel before conversion

Remarketing campaign with DCO -> upper phase

Feeds: website interactions, weather and location APIs

Completion of most abandoned funnels within 5 days
1€ invested = ROI of 290 €

4 x more performant than previous standard remarketing 
campaigns
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Signals & Campaigns: Cases3

Geo-targeted campaign

Signals : contextual and demographic signals
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Drive-to-store campaign

Geo-targeted campaign that leverages the user’s location as the 
central concept

Hungry O’Clock

Dynamic element: Background image / Text

Feed: Geolocation API

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1XCdKw9CZnBWlRl-9nB_RKXW42jtOv81V/preview


Signals & Campaigns: Cases3

https://docs.google.com/file/d/134d9AT-LIVbWhOnPAoUFWdN-DFFISDTU/preview


Signals & Campaigns: Cases3

Behavioral prospecting campaign + 
flight prices feed
Signals : demographic and behavioral signals
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Remarketing campaign

Website = key element in their sales strategy

People abandoned the funnel before conversion

Dynamic element: Background image/Text

Feed: Website interactions, flight prices

103% conversion rate increase 
52 % CTR increase



What’s in it for you?4

1st of all: everybody can use DCO! 

Feed can be created manually by us

Tracking doesn’t need to be super advanced

Quickly profitable for you (in terms of creatives & 
setup/management fee) 

Affordable setup costs & low and easy 
maintenance!



What’s in it for you?4

Save up to 35% on the creative cost & Setup/Management Fee thanks to DCO!
Cost Efficiency example for 1 campaign/month with

1 set of banners, 2 languages for 5 different audiences (80 banners) 

 CREATIVE TIME & COST SAVINGS:  MANAGEMENT/SETUP TIME & FEE SAVINGS:

Static banners:

After 6 months: save 10%

After 12 months: save 25%

Animated banners:

After 6 months: save 15%

After 12 months: save 35%

For 6 campaigns:

Save 10% YoY

Additional Campaigns:

Save 90% 

On Average:

Save 37%

Time saving = exponential 
depending on the number of 

iterations and campaigns with the 
same template

The bigger the scope/volume, the more you save…
But it’s still lucrative for a smaller scope.



What’s in it for you?4 How to get started?

TESTING
as much as you like

AUDIENCE & TRIGGER
mapping

DCO
At scale.

Think about triggers you could test in your foreseen 
campaigns: Geo? Audiences? Weather? Other?

Launch it as an extra touch to your usual media campaigns ;) 

Make sure to have a clear mapping of your different target 
groups & what you want to tell them

+
From which platforms we can import data about these 
target groups to use as dynamic triggers

Creative, setup & Media cost depend on how many triggers 
you want to test and how long your campaign runs.

Make a P&L Analysis so you understand the value of this 
long term investment (try to involve all your entities)!



Questions 
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https://www.blue2purple.com/
https://www.facebook.com/blue2purple
https://be.linkedin.com/company/blue2purple


How to reach your target group 
in a cookieless world



A video to start our journey 1

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1FVGy6h0yLURPF11CeVI26YAn-fgv1OJl/preview


AGENDA 
How to reach your target group 
in a cookieless world

1. iOS 14 and AppTrackingTransparency

2. What are channels’ responses (Google, Facebook,...)?

3. What’s the impact on Google ads campaigns?

4. What’s the impact on Google app campaigns?

5. Q&A session



iOS 14 and AppTrackingTransparency

Apple stance on privacy

1

“Privacy is a fundamental human right. At Apple, it’s also 
one of our core values. Your devices are important to so 
many parts of your life. What you share from those 
experiences, and who you share it with, should be up to 
you.[...]”

“Apps on the App Store are held to a high standard for 
privacy, security, and content because nothing is more 
important than maintaining users’ trust.”

iOS 14



iOS 14 changes to privacy

Source: Statcounter https://gs.statcounter.com/os-market-share/mobile/belgium

Market share of mobile OS in BE - Feb 2021

IDFA: Apple’s ID for Advertisers →
Unique identifier for device across apps

Mandatory opt-in for every app

Scheduled for spring 2021 (no precise date)

Large expected impact on mobile advertising
→ Mobile impressions = 90-95% on Facebook

Unpredictable consequences for now

iOS 14 and AppTrackingTransparency1
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What are channels’ responses (Google, Facebook,...)?

Reaction from facebook

2

Decision about profit, not privacy

Monetization goes from ads to subscription 
→ Apple tax

Apple’s own ad network in development

Apple doesn’t play by its own rules

PR campaign: speaking up for small businesses



Impact to Facebook & Instagram

Depends on opt-in % → expected to be low

Aggregated conversion data

Delayed results

Biggest impact on App campaigns for iOS devices

What are channels’ responses (Google, Facebook,...)?2

Discontinuation of previous campaigns,    
necessity to remake new ones

Limitations to the number of simultaneous 
campaigns for an app



Impact to Facebook & Instagram 
Impact on all campaigns

What are channels’ responses (Google, Facebook,...)?2

Measurement Optimisation Targeting

Standard conversions 
window 28 days → 7 days

Loss of conversion data for 
people who opt-out

Reduced granularity of 
events tracking

Removal of measurement 
solutions (store visits,...)

Aggregated data measurement 
limits precise optimisation

Reduction of tracking events might limit 
the precision of funnel optimisation

Obsolescence of Audience 
Network placements

Reduced reach for 
campaigns

Reduction of interest based 
audiences



Impact to Snapchat, Linkedin and Twitter

What are channels’ responses (Google, Facebook,...)?2

Opposite reaction to Facebook → Embrace the 
changes

They foresee impact to both App and Web 
campaigns (minimal for LinkedIn)

Impact will be similar to Facebook in 
Measurement, Targeting and Optimisation

Linkedin will stop collection of IDFA (for now) + 
expected big impact on Linkedin Audience Network

Snapchat business center offers a resource hub 
to prepare for iOS14 ATT



Impact to LinkedIn

What are channels’ responses (Google, Facebook,...)?2

Linkedin App will stop collection of IDFA data for 
now

Small expected impact on campaign 
performances

LinkedIn Audience Network will likely suffer from 
the ATT measures



Impact to Twitter

What are channels’ responses (Google, Facebook,...)?2

Twitter has welcomed Apple's incoming iOS 14 
privacy changes

CFO Ned Segal said the move would level the 
playing field.

App install advertisers need to make sure their 
mobile measurement partners are configured to 
support SKAdNetwork



Concrete solution

What are channels’ responses (Google, Facebook,...)?2

For Facebook Mobile campaigns:

Assess the necessity to 
reach iOS14 users for your 
app campaigns

Install latest version of 
Facebook SDK to allow for 
aggregated conversion 
data measurement

01

02

Isolate campaigns 
targeting iOS 14 users

Review the limitations for 
iOS 14 app campaigns on 
Facebook Business 
website

03

04



Concrete solutions for ALL Facebook campaigns

What are channels’ responses (Google, Facebook,...)?2

04
Follow guidance messages in 

Facebook Business Manager and 
Resource Center

Verify your domain through 
Business Manager 

Review your tracking and the 8 selected 
events in your Events Manager

Adapt and shorten your conversion 
windows to reflect reality

Leverage UTMs and Google Analytics to 
identify customer journeys



Concrete solutions for ALL social campaigns

What are channels’ responses (Google, Facebook,...)?2

Rethink your approach to campaigns, 
and focus on creatives

Adapt your campaigns with broader 
audiences, start with higher funnel 
optimisation and narrow down your 

targeting progressively

Use different tools to measure the intent of 
your customers (surveys, emails), and 

engage with them outside of social 
platforms

Leverage the use of different platforms 
and environments



Conversion tracking will be limited to click-based only (which 
means that Impression based conversion tracking is out – 
meaning you won’t be able to see the effects of your 
retargeting campaigns except if they click the ad directly).  
Conversions will be passed through in batches of 24 to 48 
hours, meaning there will be a slight delay in tracking

It is not possible to adjust attribution and look back for 
different time periods (such as 1 day, 7 day, 28 day etc). This 
will make lengthy funnel optimisations far more difficult to 
manage

What are we 
really losing?

What will be the impact on Google campaigns?3



What’s the impact on ads campaigns?3



Impact on Search campaigns

What’s the impact on Google campaigns?3

The good news is that for most of you running Google Search campaigns 
that are based upon a single search in Google resulting in a single 
conversion – your results are not going to be hugely affected at this stage

For those of you running lengthier funnels, however, it is a different 
story. You won’t be able to rely on data from previous sessions to make 
your decisions

If you rely on retargeting to bring back past visitors – you will have less 
visibility to track if these are working to convert leads



Impact on Display and Youtube

What’s the impact on Google campaigns?

Display campaigns, you’re going to find things more difficult. This is 
because you will have less ability to target people by past behaviour or 
characteristics. Instead, your targeting will be restricted to the page they 
are currently viewing

It is presumed that on the YouTube app, Google will still be able to track 
those logged in to their Google accounts. This means that at this stage, 
it will still have access to past videos people have watched, alongside 
their personal characteristics

Issues will arise when people click on YouTube ads that take them to a 
web browser – as at this point cookies will be blocked by Apple, and 
the only data that can be reported is once again restricted to a single 
session

3



Impact on bidding strategies

What’s the impact on Google campaigns?

Google’s AI uses personal characteristics to make decisions on bidding, 
so yes it will. It uses its detailed history – including past conversion data 
– to decide whether to show a person an ad. So it’s likely that conversions 
will drop, and costs  per acquisition will increase

However – Google has confirmed that it will use modelled conversions 
for ios 14 traffic to add to the data it provides

We don’t yet know how much this will impact the cost for advertisers, it 
is presumed that costs will increase as data is withheld

3
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What’s the impact on app campaigns?4

To help improve iOS monetization rates, we encourage developers to 
upgrade to version 7.64 of the Google Mobile Ads SDK for new 
features like SKAdNetwork support.

Learn more about how app publishers can prepare

https://developer.apple.com/documentation/storekit/skadnetwork
https://support.google.com/admob/answer/9997589


What can we do about it?

What’s the impact on app campaigns?4

We aren’t going to get this data back. Advertising 
is going to change substantially throughout 2021. 
Many targeting options we found useful will cease 
to exist, so we need to deal with this

Your CRM is going to hold some of the answers. 
Not all of them, but enough that you can 
minimise the impact and at least figure out which 
campaigns are leading to sales, especially in 
lengthier sales cycles

Rather than send data to the same landing pages 
you use for Facebook or organic traffic – you’ll 
want to create dedicated landing pages

Consider using a single landing page for each 
Campaign/test you create, so you can follow the 
data all the way through from click to sale, especially 
if you have a long lead nurture process

CRM’s such as HubSpot will be ideal, as you 
can track prospects from their initial signup 
through their entire journey. You’ll be able to 
see the ad they came through, every opt-in they 
make, every email they open – all the way 
through to the moment they become a 
customer



How Google is helping 
you to become
future proof

What’s the impact on app campaigns?4



What’s the impact on app campaigns?4

There are solutions



What’s the impact on app campaigns?4

Global site Tag



What’s the impact on app campaigns?4

Consent mode



What’s the impact on app campaigns?4

Google Analytics 4



Questions 
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https://www.facebook.com/blue2purple
https://be.linkedin.com/company/blue2purple


Thank you for your
attention 

Hope you will join us on our next session
29th of April
09:00 - 10:00
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